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How has Funding supported BOSFIT?
Boston Big Local’s funding has enabled us to move forward with the recording and delivery of Broadway Boogie as well 

as progressively building on our class collection by incorporating Pre & Post Natal Classes along with more targeted 

audience classes such as Dementia friendly ones. This enables us to ensure we’re meeting the wider communities needs 

and not just those more able to exercise. 

Funding has meant that we have been able to continue with a BOSFIT timetable even during the road to normality. This 

has meant the dedicated group members have still been able to get an exercise fix from the comfort of their home.

How has the easing of Lockdown 

affected BOSFIT?
The easing of Lockdown left us predicting that the class videos would slightly decline in views however we can proudly 

state that when offering the classes which are most popular with the group such as ‘Total Tone’ we have seen no 

decrease in views.

The easing of Lockdown has however influenced our ability to provide such a full timetable. This is due to limited 

recording time which has, as expected, caused delays in the release of some of our classes however what is nice to see 

is that members of the group are still keen to watch the videos and they tell us this via in person or commenting on our 

timetable where they share with us what they enjoy and would like to see more off.

Our other slight issue is Instructor availability. Now we are running on a full timetable with limited staffs it has resulted

in less time for us to record classes so we can ensure Instructors are not burnt out. However through close 

communication with the Staffing Manager we are over coming this obstacle with the intentions of set days being for 

recording purposes.



Small Improvements to BOSFIT
With BOSFIT we have now released a promotional video advertising Broadway Boogie. 

From this we saw an increase in requests to join the group, roughly 20-30 people within 

the first hour of the video going up. We are now preparing to record the class to 

publicise on the new timetable as we’re aware from the reaction the video got that it 

will be popular.

Next, our Instructor has successfully passed the Pre and Post Natal Course. With this in 

mind we have submitted what is required to deliver the class and now are working at 

building a selection of classes specially designed for this group of people. These classes 

will provide Pre and Post pregnancy clients with a detailed and effective workout 

ensuring safe participation in exercise.

In addition to the above, Liisa, who is another one of the experienced Instructors at the 

centre is working towards planning a Dementia friendly workout. I have worked closely 

with Dan to ensure Liisa has all the information required to meet the requirements and 

expectations of the class. These classes will be published in line with a new timetable 

(estimated in October) along with Broadway Boogie and hopefully the Pre and Post 

Natal classes. We have paid particular attention to the music, speed of the class and 

background colour.

As demonstrated above you can see that we are really going above and beyond to 

ensure that all members of the community can benefit in their own way from the 

running of the BOSFIT page.

We are also starting preparation for a ‘Halloween Spectacular’ class and our Christmas 

Story!
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Conclusion
Publicity Stunts:
We have began the launch for the new Love Island Workouts which we expect to prove very popular amongst all ages particularly young adults. 
I have also completed a new promotional video for the Broadway Boogie class.

Video Data and Analytics:
We stayed strong with around 2,000 Facebook LIVE views per month during our classes which consisted of 3 per week. We stopped this In June and relaxed the timetable and used
YouTube for classes but on a much reduced timetable. This of which will explain the reduction in views via YouTube. I detail this more below.

Other bits:
We are still actively finding ways to make the BOSFIT group stand out and be varied through new initiatives such as ‘Love Island’ Workouts, Specific Mobility classes and the implementation of
Broadway Boogie! The members are enjoying the variety.

Facebook Statistics Summary:
Despite stopping the LIVE classes for June we have still built on our collection of members and currently stand at 851 people. We can see from the results that there has been an increase in male 
participants viewers the class where as previously it has been mostly females. We can also see a growth in all age ranges participating and with the launch of Broadway Boogie the next reports
Will emphasise this further.

YouTube Statistics Summary:
What we can see from the YouTube Statistical information is that the watch time has gradually decreased. This is not actually the case, we started with a high volume timetable
In the first two months. After this in line with the Centre reopening we reduced the timetable to 2 classes from YouTube per week ready to go back strong with the new releases of 
Broadway Boogie, Dementia friendly classes and Pre & Post Natal classes in October. Considering the drop in views and watch time is small this indicates that despite the reduced 
timetable we still had significant amount of viewers watching the videos which were only available for a short time each week. As of the next report we will see most likely our highest 
amount of views yet as we release more pre recorded YouTube Videos, I know this from the amount of people requesting to join the group after the Broadway Boogie promotional video.

What has gone well:
We have successfully finished the Broadway Boogie training and our instructor is in the process of learning routines ready to add to the online timetable. We have tested this 
class within the Centre and the feedback is outstanding.
The Recipe’s have proven popular and we have also been working towards new classes specifically aimed at people with Dementia and other medical conditions.
These classes are being pre planned with careful consideration to music type, volume and backgrounds. When these launch we will be the only ones in the area
Providing classes of this quality. We have also began the recording process of the new Pre and Post Natal classes which will be popular amongst the communities and particularly 
attractive with them being FREE.

What hasn’t gone well:
Our current Mobility classes have not been receiving much engagement. Across all Mobility classes only 6 people clicked the video with an audience retention of under 10 
minutes. We’re working on ways we can change this by introducing more specific classes like mentioned above.




